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Abstract Minimizing costs and increasing sales are a goal for every busi- 
ness nowadays. This fact, together with the development of new technologies, 
have driven the emergence of virtual applications where the customers can 
configure the product they are interested in only interacting with the images 
where the products appear. Many applications are available on Internet or app 
stores for this purpose. In all of them, a high realism is required. However, this 
fact is directly related to a high cost of storage of data and to the difficulty of 
generating the images of the scenes where the product is exposed. This paper 
presents a virtual configurator addressed to tile factories that solves these 
problems maintaining a high realism. The developed application generates 
the configurable images by rendering 3D modeled environments and the 
customization is performed taking advantage of the graphics hardware. It is in 
charge of performing the tiling of any size tiles in real time. The presented 
image mapping system is based on the real measurements of the walls or floor 
of the environment that appear in the image and on the dimensions of the tile 
to map. Taking these data into account, the application performs the final 
appearance adapting the final image to the requirements of the user. The 
presented method reduces the amount of stored information maintaining the 
realism of the customized images. 
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In the business world it is usual that companies try to reduce costs to increase 
their competitiveness. One important way to achieve this is taking advantage 
of the technological media. In companies that are dedicated to the manufacture 
of products, most of them are digitally modeled and rendered in a first stage. 
These rendered images are shown to the potential customers and only if a 
product is sold, it is finally manufactured. This is a good method to save 
money to the companies that avoid accumulating products in their stores.   If 
the product can have various finishes, virtual simulators allow the user to 
configure it on demand [28]. This kind of applications are available on 
Internet and on app stores. They make it possible that the user can change 
the appearance of an object on the image only clicking over it and later, over 
a texture that can be applied on the product. The object changes its looking 
in real time, appearing configured with the selected material [12, 18]. 
Realism is a must in virtual simulators. The image has to show the product 
completely immersed in the scene and, independently of the finish of the 
configurable object, this environment has to be as realistic as possible, looking 
even as a real world picture. Different commercial fields use these applications: 
furniture industry, painting, clothes, tiles, ... However, all of them requires the 
same thing, that the objects quickly change their appearance on demand in 
the represented environment maintaining the realism. 
Some of the most popular virtual simulators have been analyzed, regardless 
of the business for which they are addressed. They have been classified in two 
main groups. On one hand, applications that offer to the customers the 
possibility of reproducing their own scenario and seeing it in 3D. On the other 
hand, applications based on images that allow the user to personalize the 
scenario selecting parts of the image. 
In the first group, applications are basically focused on establishing the 
disposition of the walls that form a room on a 2D plane [24, 9]. Then, users 
place the objects offered by the virtual simulators in the scene and configure 
them according to their preferences and requirements. Usually, the possibility 
of changing the display mode from a 2D aerial view to a 3D view is offered to 
the user. However, these virtual simulators generally suffer from lack of realism, 
because they do not offer a photorealistic rendering of the environment. 
The second group in our classification, the virtual simulators based on 
images, show the realism that do not have the previous one. After analyzing 
the most popular ones, they generally provide different scenarios to show all the 
possibilities of the product that is been promoting. In all of them, the object 
to be configured appears immerse in environments adapted to it. The images 
that are available at these virtual configurators usually are taken from real 
photographs of scenarios where the object to configure appears. Moreover, in 
some virtual simulators, the users are allowed to upload their own photographs 
in order to change the appearance of some objects that appear in them, usually 
walls or floors [17, 1]. 
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Within the virtual simulators based on images, some applications take ad- 
vantage of the technology and offer realistic images that have been previously 
rendered from 3D modeling applications. Realism is obtained in these cases 
by adjusting the physical illumination, the shadows or some characteristics of 
the assigned materials. This solution is one of the most popular nowadays be- 
cause it offers the possibility of representing environments with different styles 
without the necessity of recreating them in the reality [21]. In order to cus- 
tomize the object, the images need to be processed to isolate the areas where 
the product appears. Some analyzed applications generate in a pre-process 
masking images that perform this function. Other analyzed methods in this 
group require user interaction to identify the configurable object. The user 
clicks over the area where the configurable object appears and using image 
based techniques, the object is isolated [27]. Finally, other applications require 
that the user draws over the image some lines that will demarcate the area to 
personalize [5]. 
In the field of the ceramic, the different sizes of the tiles and the different 
possible dispositions over the walls or floors have to be considered. The virtual 
simulators addressed to this product have to control the arrangement of the 
tiles in addition to the rest of the steps that have to be performed to obtain 
the required realism. Different methods have been implemented to make this 
possible, but all of them require that the developed application stores a high 
amount of images that produces a high cost of data storage. 
This paper presents a virtual simulator based on images, designed for the 
ceramic industry that allows to change the model and disposition of the tiles re- 
ducing the storage cost and maintaining a photorealistic finish. This developed 
simulator is based on images obtained from rendering 3D environments. The 
realism of these images have been previously achieved managing the modeling 
software and adjusting the illumination and materials of the objects. More- 
over, the presented method is scalable: more tile models can be uploaded to the 
virtual simulator and the application automatically performs the tiling only 
taking their dimensions into account. It has been developed taking advantage 
of the shader programming, so the temporal cost of the performed operations 
is negligible. 
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the techniques used 
by the most popular virtual designers based on images. Section 3 analyzes the 
elements involved in the presented method and the way they are combined to 
obtain the final image is explained in Section 4. Section 5 presents the 
evaluation of the method and finally, the conclusions and future work are 
analyzed in Section 6. 
 
 
2 Related work 
 
Virtual environments are widely used for e-commerce [16]. As it is said in [3], 
the possibility of users designing the products on-line exploits the interactivity 
of the web and enables users to design their own virtual products thus enabling 
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the product development team to learn their own preferences for new products. 
Virtual configurators represent some environments where the product to sell is 
immerse. They have been traditionally very popular in fields such as furniture, 
clothes, painting and tiles, among others This section analyzes the simulators 
that offer photorealistic images where the user can change the configuration 
of the product that is on sale. 
The virtual configurator presented in this paper is focused on ceramic in- 
dustry so, after analyzing the methods used by similar applications available 
on Internet or the digital app markets, the ones addressed to tiles are also 
studied in this section. 
 
 
2.1 Virtual simulators based on images 
 
The simulators based on images offer the possibility of choosing scenarios 
according to different styles: modern, classic, ethnic, ... This assortment allows 
customers to configure the products they are interested in and see how they 
look in scenarios that fit better to their preferences. 
Focusing the analysis on simulators based on images, two different groups 
have been classified: based on real photographs and based on rendered 3D 
scenarios. 
 
Based  on  real  photographs  The realism in the images is guaranteed if they  are 
photographs taken from real environments. In order to identify where the 
customizable object appears in them, some actions have to be performed [10, 
23]. Some applications propose to apply a pre-process to the set of images to 
solve this problem. The most popular solution is to use alpha channel masks 
that cut off the configurable object in the images. These masks allow the 
application to extract some slices from the images and, lately, re-build a new 
one from them [31]. To perform this collage, some images where the object 
appears configured with all the possible materials have been created. All of 
them are stored in the database of the applications [22]. The main disadvantage 
of this solution is the high storage cost. Every area in the image that can be 
changed needs two alpha channels masks in addition to one realistic render 
per every material that can be applied to it. 
Other applications offer to the user the possibility of uploading photographs 
to the system [29, 14]. In order to perform the customization of the environ- 
ment, some actions are required by the application. In most of the analyzed 
virtual simulators, the user has to point over a middle tone in the area of the 
object to allow to cut off the area where the configurable object appears [6]. 
These applications usually require that the uploaded photography have some 
especial characteristics, such as a white or clear background where the object 
appears highlighted. Once the pixels that cover the configurable object have 
been identified, their color is changed by the finish chosen by the user. 
More advanced applications, such as fractal graphics [5], build a 2D mesh 
over the target object. The user draws the contour of that object creating con- 
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trol points that finally are jointed in a Bezier curve [12, 18]. A 2D mesh is built 
in real time over the demarcated area. Finally, texture mapping techniques are 
used to map the material selected by the user over this mesh. This solution 
requires more user interaction than the ones presented before. The main dis- 
advantage is that the good quality of the results depends on the ability of the 
user defining this zone. 
 
 
Based on images generated by rendering 3D environments Some virtual sim- 
ulators obtain their environments from renders generated from 3D modeled 
scenes. Photorealism is obtained adjusting the lighting and material charac- 
teristics. This way of obtaining the set of images are easier and cheaper than 
to photograph real scenarios: only a computer and some modeling software 
are required [4]. Moreover, most of the render engines, such as V-Ray, Mental 
Ray, Arnold, Renderman, ... offer the possibility of rendering as separate im- 
ages different elements of the lighting: direct, indirect or global illumination, 
or even some material characteristics: diffuse, specular, reflection, refraction, 
etc. These render elements allow to perform image composition [13]. This is 
a technique that has been widely used by the artists due to they can later 
control the final render: changing some parameters in the used image editing 
software, such as, for example, Photoshop or Nuke, allows to obtain different 
visual results. This is a very popular solution, because working with render 
elements separately makes it possible to have a greater control, freedom and 
ease to post product the final image [11]. 
Nevertheless, the render element that stores the diffuse characteristic of 
the material has to be managed with the same processes as the described    in 
the previous section. Also alpha masks have to be applied to this image to 
separate the object to customize from the rest of the scene. This diffuse render 
element will be built from some snippets obtained from other renders, where 
the selected finish appears. Finally, the image editor software adds to the 
obtained diffuse element the rest of render elements adapting some visual 
parameters for each one and, as a result, the final image is achieved. The 
combination is performed by applying operations pixel by pixel, that vary 
according to the involved render element and the desired result. This technique 
performs very realistic images, because the render elements that store lighting 
and material characteristics have been carried out managing the render engine 
in advance. 
However, its main disadvantage is the high storage cost. Besides all these 
render elements, the method requires, as in the previously described ones, two 
alpha masks for every area in the image that can be customized in addition to 
one realistic render per every material that can be applied to it. Moreover, an 
administrator user can not add new variations of the rendered environment in 
an easy way. If one new finish is required and has to be added to the 
application, the realistic image has to be rendered, together with the two alpha 
channel masks, if it is a new area. This fact makes that adding a new finish 
cannot be done by a user without any knowledge of 3D modeling programs. 
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2.2 Virtual tile designer 
 
Tile factory is characterized by the large amount of models that offers and the 
assortment of sizes per tile. Besides this, there are also many dispositions a 
tile that can be shaped on the walls or floors. So, it is usual that customers 
want to see the final result of their choice in a scenario similar to the one they 
want to remodel. 
The most of the virtual applications that deals with ceramic add the re- 
quirement of choosing the disposition of the selected tiles: users have to select 
the scenario, the area to customize, the tile and, finally, the tiling disposition 
[25, 26, 7]. Usually, some patterns are available in the virtual designers, and 
they condition the way tiles are distributed on the selected areas. Finally, the 
gasket that appears between the tiles are other requirement in some applica- 
tions. This grout that frame the tiles can be configured, so users can select 
their thickness or color. 
The analyzed applications use different methods to achieve the change of 
the tiles or disposition. Some of them add a new realistic image to the data 
stored per every possible collocation of a tile model on the wall or floor. This 
fact makes that the application considerably increases the storage cost: a same 
tile can be manufactured in different sizes so an image has to be included per 
each size to take this possibility into account. 
Other applications are based on texture mapping techniques [32, 8]. They 
include some masks that make it possible to map some tile dispositions on 
the surfaces. These masks have been generated in the 3D modeling software. 
They store the mapping coordinates (u, v) in the red and green channel so the 
texture can be applied to the final image extracting these coordinates. The 
image of the tile is the texture to map on the customizable wall or floor that 
appears in the image. 
One texture mapping mask is required per every possible disposition, so 
the storage cost is reduced in regard to the method analyzed before. Only one 
beauty or final render is required per every tile in addition to the mask images 
that reflects the possible dispositions of it. However, if a new size is introduced 
in the application for a tile, a new disposition mask has to be generated and 
added to it. This fact makes that the updating of the tile models requires of 
the intervention of a 3D expert that reproduce the new tile disposition. 
The application presented in this paper adapts the analyzed techniques 
and improves them resolving their main problems. It is based on images ob- 
tained from rendering 3D modeled scenes. Moreover,  some render elements are 
generated from every modeled environment in order to adapt and change the 
characteristics of the lighting and materials on demand. The disposition of the 
tiles is calculated by the application: the tiling is performed taking the real 
measurements of the objects involved into account. This technique 
considerably reduces the amount of images managed by the application and 
makes it possible to upload tiles of any size to the virtual simulator, without 
the necessity of rendering a new image. 





Fig. 1: An example of a 3D scene used to test the presented method. 
 
 
3 Image elements 
 
The developed application has been addressed to ceramic, so the 3D modeled 
scenarios represent bathrooms, kitchens or other rooms where tiles usually ap- 
pear on the walls or floors. In this work, the different scenes have been modeled 
representing all the objects and elements with real-world measurements. This 
fact allows us to obtain a realistic render when physically lighting is applied. 
This kind of lighting produces that the final render simulates a photorealistic 
ren- der, as Fig. 1 shows. 
Rendering different illumination components separately makes it possible 
to simulate a post-production process [21, 19]. Then, once the 3D scene has 
been modeled and accurately illuminated, different elements based on the light- 
ing and material components are rendered. After analyzing them, the final 
image is decomposed in the following rendering elements: 
 
F inal Image = Lighting + Ref lection + Dif f use (1) 
The lighting render includes information from direct and indirect lights in 
the scene. Also shadows are included in this render (Fig 2). 
Other render element that is separately generated is the reflection one. 
Different kinds of reflections have been considered, depending on the materials 
applied to the 3D objects. In the presented virtual simulator, users have the 
possibility of changing the material of some parts of the image on demand, so 
the reflections in these changing areas must vary according to the new assigned 
material. Different levels of reflections have been rendered and stored in images 
in order to apply the appropriate one to the material chosen in real time by 
the user. 





Fig. 2: Lighting render component. 
 
 
(a) Glossy reflections. (b) Diffuse reflections. 
 
Fig. 3: Reflection render elements. 
 
 
These images are obtained varying the glossy component of the applied 
material in the 3D scene. Fig. 3 shows two examples of reflections. The glossy 
reflections can be appreciated on the Fig. 3(a) and diffuse reflections of the 
same scene can be observed in Fig. 3(b). 
The last render element that is required to compose the beauty or final 
image is the diffuse one. The diffuse component represents the basic color of 
the objects. This is addressed to render this part of the materials, where only 
plain colors appear. Some processes have been defined to obtained this element 
that will be the base over the rest of render elements will be applied. The 
processes have been divided in three steps: performing the tiling disposition of 
the walls and floor, calculating (if are required) the gaskets between tiles and, 
finally, adding the diffuse component of the atrezzo to compose the diffuse 
element. 
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3.1 Tiling disposition 
 
The possibility of adding tile models of any size and quickly checking how 
they look when are tiled on the walls or floors, has been one of the main 
requirements of the presented application. In a real scenario, the number of 
tiles that maps a surface depends on the dimensions of that surface and the 
tile to be mapped. In the presented method, the same restrictions have been 
considered. In order to simulate this process, the application takes into account 
the real measurement of the modeled walls or floor and the real size of the 
tiles to map on them. On one hand, the measurements of the surfaces to be 
mapped are obtained by the application from the rendered images. On the 
other hand, the dimensions of the tiles are data introduced to the system 
(tileSize.x,  tileSize.y). 
After establishing a point on the surface that is considered as a starting 
point for tiling (0, 0), eg the lower left corner of the wall, the application 
requires knowing the distance of the pixel that is been analyzed with respect 
to that starting point. This distance (position.x, position.y) is calculated and 
stored in centimeters, because also the dimensions of the tile have been 
stored in these units. Once they are obtained, it is easy to calculate the point of 
the tile (tilePos) that has to be mapped on this pixel. It is obtained by 
performing a simple operation 
tileP os = mod(position, tileSize) (2)  
However, the application has to transform these centimeters in uv 
coordinates, uvTile, that have the values in the range [0,1]. This is achieved 
performing the operation: 
 
uvT ile = tileP os/tileSize; (3) 
Every tile has to be analyzed and processed according to its size to obtain 
the appropriate mapping coordinates. Then, the procedure that simulates the 
real tiling on walls or floors described before has been designed and imple- 
mented taking advantage of the GPU programming. The presented implemen- 
tation analyzes all the pixels of the customizable surface and establishes the 
pixel color according to the coordinates of the tile texture that has to be 
mapped. This process is performed in parallel to all the pixels in the area to 
customize. 
Following the described process, the application has to calculate the dis- 
tance of the pixel to the one considered as origin of tiling. To obtain this datum, 
some maps have been generated to make easier to measure the customizable 
surfaces. 
Initially, an image that makes it possible to obtain the distance in centime- 
ters to the origin of the tiling has to be mapped on the customizable surfaces. 
This image has to store the (position.x, position.y) values. Considering that 
the initial point of the measurement is the low-leftmost pixel, a RGB image has 
been designed where the red channel stores the position.x value and the green 
channel, the position.y. The image has been created of 256x256 resolution 
assuming that its measurement is 50x50 centimeter in the scene  (Fig. 4).






Fig. 4: Base texture of 256x256 resolution, equivalent to a square of 50x50 
cm. 
 
Fig. 5: Image obtained after mapping and tiling this image on the scenario. 
 
 
The red and green channels store the distance of the pixel to the origin, from 
0 to 50. The precision of this distance is 50/256 cm 
(measurement/resolution), i.e., 0, 19 centimeters. 
This texture is mapped and repeated on the customizable surfaces of the 
3D scenario using real-world coordinates, so the RGB information is available 
in the rendered image. As the tiling has been performed using real-world coor- 
dinates, every pixel on the image has available two measurements in the range 
[0, 50] centimeters: the one stored in the red channel provides information 
about the width of the surface, and the one in the green one provides 
information about the height. This render is shown in Fig. 5. In order to 
obtain realistic images, objects that are considered atrezzo in the scene reflect 
the texture mapped on the walls and floor. These data will be considered to 
compute the highlights in the case of the objects are reflective. 






Fig. 6: Detail of the design of the texture that measures the meters in the 
image. It can cover up to 8 meters. 
 
 
The measurements that are available in the image provides information 
of the centimeters, but to complete the process, other texture has been 
generated to compute information about meters. The second map has been 
created to manage this unit of measurement and to obtain how many meters 
there are from the analyzed pixel to the origin of the customizable surface. The 
purpose of this image is to know how many images of 50 cm have been mapped 
on the surface, both width and height. Then, the new map has been built 
representing areas of 256x256 (same resolution than image shown in Fig 4). 
with the same number in the red and green channels. It varies storing from 0 
in the first area to 15 in the last one in the red and green channels (Fig. 6). 
Considering that every 256x256 area covers 0, 5 meters, the new image has 
been designed to measure up to 8 meters. That is enough for the kind of 
environments are been represented in the presented virtual simulator. Then, 
the resolution of this new map is 4096x4096. 
Other image of the scenario is rendered by mapping this last image on the 
walls and on the floor of the 3D scene, where the tiles can be applied (Fig. 7). 
This render has been obtained maintaining the real-world coordinates in the 
mapping process and the same starting point for tiling. Also the objects that 
appear in the scene have to reflect the textures mapped on the wall and floor. 
Reading the value red and green of every pixel, the distance of it to the ori- 
gin of the wall or floor can be computed in meters, and the measurement 
represents real-world measurements. In order to compute the position of a 
pixel, our application reads the red and green value of the image shown in 
Fig. 7, and transform this value to centimeters.  
Let tcBig be the data where this image is stored. As each considered area 
covers 50 cm, i.e., 0, 5 meters, the performed operation is as follows: 
 





Fig. 7: Render that allows to obtain the measurements of the surface to be 




tcBigm.xy = (tcBig.xy) ∗ 0.5; (4) 
Finally, in order to give more precision, the same channels of the image 
shown in Fig. 5 are read for the same pixel. As the data that are retrieved 
represent centimeters, the previous measurement has to be converted to this 
unit (Equation 5). 
 
tcBigm2cm.xy = tcBigm.xy ∗ 100.0; (5) 
If the image that stores the centimeter information (Fig. 5) has been 
previously stored in tc, the operation that obtains the final measurement is 
shown in Equation 6. 
 
(position.x, position.y) = tcBigm2cm.xy + tc.xy; (6) 
Once the application has obtained the position of the pixel (position.x, 
position.y), the tiles have to be processed in order to obtain the mapping 
coordinates. Every tile has determined measurements, depending on the 
model of the tile and, even for the same image, different dimensions can be 
managed by the application. An example is shown in Fig. 8. 
Once the distance of the pixel to the starting tiling point is known, the 
exact coordinate of the tile that has to be textured on it is easily calculated. 
Finally, these measurements are converted to mapping coordinates and the 
problem is solved in real time by simple mathematical operations, as it was said 
before (Equation 2, 3). 






Fig. 8: A tile used in our application. 
 
 
The pseudo-code that develops this process is shown in Algorithm 1. The 
function CalculateTileCoordinates is evaluated per every pixel in the image, 
pixelPos, taking the values red and green of it. Also, the function requires the 
dimensions of the tile, tileSize, that has been selected to map: the height and 
width measurements. 
Let ImageCM be the mask that measures the centimeters and ImageM be 
the image that measures the meters. Both of them are evaluated in the 
position of the pixel (pixelPos) (lines 1-2). Once the data retrieved are 
converted to centimeters (lines 3-4), the distance of this point to the starting 
mapping point of the wall or floor is obtained. Finally, knowing the 
measurement of the tile to map, it is easy to calculate the mapping 
coordinates to be taken into account, uvTile, (lines 5-6). 
 
 
Algorithm 1 Calculating the uv mapping coordinates. 
 
//every 256x256 area in the ImageM render corresponds to 50 cm 
DEF m2cm ← 50.0 
procedure CalculateTileCoordinates (pixelPos, tileSize)      
//upload the images that allow to measure the walls and floor 
1  vec4 tc ← texture2D (ImageCM, pixelPos) 
2 vec4 tcBig ← texture2D (ImageM, pixelPos) 
//calculate the distance to the origin in cm where the pixel is situated 
3 vec2 tcBig2cm ← tcBig.xy × m2cm  
4 vec2 position ← (tc.xy + tcBig2cm) 
//calculate the point of the tile that has to be mapped on the pixel (in cm) 
5 vec2 tilePos ← position mod tileSize  
//changing the position from cm units to uv mapping coordinates 




This algorithm has a constant computational cost [20]. The input 
parameters correspond with fields that stores two values: on one hand, the 
horizontal and the vertical position of the pixel to analyze and, on the other 
hand, the dimensions of the tile to map on the chosen surface. The location 
of the pixel is used to obtain the RGB values in the textures ImageCM and 
ImageM, that helps to calculate the real distance of the pixel to the mapping 
starting point. Then, mathematical operations are performed to obtain the 
final result. All of them have a constant cost, so the final theoretical 
computational cost is also constant. 
 





Fig. 9: Detail of the gaskets on the wall. 
 
a. Gaskets of the tiles 
 
In the tile industry, the gaskets between the different tiles are really important. 
Some tile models have in their final disposition this complement, so these 
gaskets have to be evident in the render. They help to visually show the size 
and collocation of the tiles in the case they are required. Gaskets are also 
computed in real time in the presented method. 
Taking the mapping coordinates into account, it is determined if the evalu- 
ated point is a tile border and it is part of the gasket. Then, it has to be painted 
lighter than the rest of the tile. The gasket color can be chosen by the user of 
the application. However, that color is mixed with the color of the tiles, 
showing a smooth transition, as can be seen in Fig. 9. In this case, the color 
of the gasket has been initialized to (0.1,0.1,0.1) because when these values 
mix with the tile color, a subtle lightening of the final color is produced.  
 
 
Algorithm 2 Calculating the gaskets between tiles. 
 
procedure GasketCalculation(vec2 uvTile, vec2 tilesize) 
//obtaining the mapping coordinates of the left-most and top-most vertex of 
the tile 
1  vec2 tcTileLeft ← CalculateTileCoordinates (vertexOntheLeft, tilesize)  
2 vec2 tcTileTop ← CalculateTileCoordinates (vertexOntheTop, tilesize) 
//checking if the current pixel is part of the gasket (very close to the left or 
to the top) 
3  if ((abs (uvT ile.x - tcTileLeft.x) > 0.2))  ||  (abs (uvT ile.y - tcT ileT op.y) > 0.2)) 
4  return vec3(0.1, 0.1, 0.1) 
5  else 
6  return vec3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0) 




The implementation of this process is shown in Algorithm 2. The imple- 
mented function, GasketCalculation, returns the values that have to be added 
to the pixel color that is evaluated. In order to check if the evaluated pixel is 
part of the gasket, only the sides left and top of the tile are going to be 
considered, to avoid painting a gasket twice, because of the regular 
disposition of the tiling. First of all, the mapping coordinates of the left-most 
vertex, vertexOntheLeft, and the top-most vertex, vertexOntheTop, are 
obtained (line 1-2). Then, if the mapping coordinates of the pixel, uvTile, is 
closer than a certain distance to the values previously obtained (line 3), this 










Fig. 10: Diffuse render element of the atrezzo. 
 
The implemented function returns the color that has to be added to the 
pixel color to simulate the line surrounding the tiles (line 4). The distance that 
has been considered to be the thickness of the gasket has been 0.2. However, 
if thicker gasket is required, this number can be increased. 
The computational cost of this algorithm is constant. The function 
CalculateTileCoordinates, called in this code, has a constant cost, as has 
been previously analyzed. Apart from this, the algorithm includes only two 
comparisons among two values. All of this determines the constant cost of the 
code showed in Algorithm 2. 
 
3.2 Composing the atrezzo 
 
The diffuse element is composed by combining different layers independently 
processed: the configurable areas and the attrezo. On one hand, the images 
of customizable surfaces are generated on demand, taking into account the 
tile model selected by the user and following the process explained before. The 
presented application considers two customizable surfaces: a wall and the 
floor. However, the amount of surfaces that can be personalized is easily 
scalable. 
On other hand, the diffuse components of the materials that form the 
atrezzo of the scenario (Fig. 10) are stored in the database. This image has to 
store some transparent areas, so the file format that has been chosen to store 
all the required masks is png format. 
 
 
6 Image composition 
 
The diffuse layer mainly conditions the final appearance. Once this one has 
been obtained, the developed method adds the lighting information and the 
reflection characteristics of the materials. In order to accelerate the processes, 
the advantages in GPU has been taken into account [15]. Then, the imple- 
mented method has been developed with shader programming, performing all 
the operations at pixel level. 
Any 3D modeling software can be used that has the required rendering 
utilities and allows us to obtain the different images that will be finally com- 
bined to obtain the target composition. The implementation has been devel- 
oped following the GLSL specification, performing all the operations per-pixel 
to compose the final image. It takes into account multiple base textures and 





(a) Unmasking the floor. (b) Unmasking the wall. 
 
Fig. 11: Masks used to discriminate some areas in the image. 
 
 
combines them with the other components: masks, reflections and lighting 
textures to produce the final color. 
The user of the virtual simulator determines the area to customize only 
clicking over the image in the area where this surface appears. In order to 
determine the surface that has been selected, some masks have been rendered 
from the 3D scene and have been included in the application. These masks 
will be used in the merging process and they have to be combined with the 
final tiling disposition image to extract the area in the image covered by the 
customizable surface. The masks have been rendered as an alpha mask: the 
parts of the image to be discarded are rendered in black color and the areas 
that have to remain, rendered in white. They are managed as simple alpha 
channels in the post-production process. 
Fig. 11 shows the two different masking images used in the virtual scene 
of the example. The walls and some parts of the atrezzo will be discarded if 
mask shown on Fig 11(a) is used. The image shown on Fig. 11(b) masks the 
floor and the atrezzo. The windows and holes that appear on the walls have 
been rendered in black in both images to avoid of changes. 
The pseudocode of the fragment shader that makes it possible to perform 
the final composition is shown in Algorithm 3. Let p be a screen position in 
the image where the final color in the image is going to be created. Regarding 
the tiles, let floorTileWidth and floorTileHeight be the width and height of 
the tile to be mapped on the floor and wallTileWidth and wallTileHeight be 
the size of the one to be tilled on the wall. The images of both tiles are stored 
in floorTileImage and wallTileImage. Let groundMaskImage and 
wallMaskImage be the images where the discriminatory masks are stored. 
Moreover, the diffuse component of the atrezzo that is in the scenario has been 
rendered in the image atrezzoImage. Finally, let gasketsFloor and 
gasketsWall be a boolean that determines if the tile model requires that 
gaskets are visible on the surface of the floor or the wall. 
As the processes in every position in the image is performed in parallel, 
the developed algorithm calculate the tiling for the wall and the floor simul- 
taneously. Also, if the gasket is required for the model of tile selected by the 
user, the final image where they are drawn are computed. Then, the black and 





white masks are applied to these images in order to extract only the areas that 
are necessary. Both resulting images are combined with the one that contains 
only the atrezzo in order to compose the diffuse element. Finally, the stored 
render elements that contains the global illumination and the reflection one 




Algorithm 3 Calculations performed per pixel at GPU level. 
FOR every p 
 
//Calculate the tile mapping coordinates (u,v) of the pixel p according to the dimensions of 
the tile used for the floor and the one used for the wall 
vec2 tcT ileF loor ←CalculateT ileCoordinates(p, vec2(f loorTileWidth, f loorTileHeight))  
vec2 tcT ileW all ←CalculateT ileCoordinates(p, vec2(wallTileWidth, wallTileHeight)) 
//Obtain the information of the RGB color for the pixel  
texfloor ← texture2D (floorTileImage, tcTileFloor) 
texwall ← texture2D (wallTileImage, tcT ileW all) 
//Read the pixel information in the alpha mask images  
maskFloor ← texture2D (groundMaskImage, p) 
maskWall ← texture2D (wallMaskImage, p) 
//Calculate the gaskets for the floor if they are required 
if gasketsFloor then 
texfloor.xy      texfloor.xy+ 
GasketCalculation (tcTileFloor, (f loorTileWidth, f loorTileHeight)) 
endif 
 
//Calculate the gaskets for the wall if they are required 
if gasketsWall then 
texwall.xy      texwall.xy+ 
GasketCalculation (tcTileWall, (wallTileWidth, wallTileHeight)) 
endif 
 
//Compose the diffuse render element 
f loorColor ← texfloor × maskF loor  
wallColor ← texwall × maskW all 
//Read the information of the diffuse atrezzo color for the pixel p 
atrezzoColor ← texture2D (atrezzoImage, p) 
//Compose the diffuse component for the pixel p 
diffuseElement ← floorColor + wallColor + atrezzoColor 
//Obtain the information of the rest of render elements in the pixel p 
global_Ilumination  ←  texture2D ( global_IluminationImage, p)  
reflectionElement ← texture2D ( reflectionIluminationImage, p) 
//Calculate the final appearance of the pixel 
finalColor ← diffuseElement × global_Ilumination × reflectionElement 
//Returns the result of the fragment shader 
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Algorithm 3 codes the main function of the presented method. The user of the 
application clicks on the area of the image where the surface to 
configure appears, the image of the tile and finally, the size of that tile. 
This code is performed per every pixel of the image, creating a thread 
per every one of them in GPU. Let n be the number of pixels of the 
images. This value can vary according to the resolution of the images 
that are used in the application (with x height). Finally, analyzing the 
theoretical computational cost [2] [20], it can be said that the 
computational cost of the presented application is O(n), i.e., it depends 
on the resolution of the images (or number of pixels) that have been 
previously rendered and used for performing the computations.  
5 Evaluation and Results 
 
In order to evaluate our virtual simulator, three scenes have been modeled 
using 3DS Max 2017. In both of them, a wall and the floor can be customized, 
and 30 tiles with 3 different sizes have been included in the application that 
can be chosen by the user to personalize the floor. The same amount of tiles 
with also 3 sizes are available for the walls. 
Every image rendered from the 3D scene has been stored in png format 
with a resolution HD, 1920x1080 with 72 ppp. The size of each rendered image 
is 606 KB. The tile images have been stored in jpg format, with a resolution 
of 512x512 with 72 ppp. The size of every one is 130 KB. 
The other modeled scenes represent a living room and a terrace. The images 
generated to perform the test for the other 2 scenes are shown in Fig. 12 for the 
living room and in Fig. 13 for the terrace. 
Due to the fact that the application has been addressed to be available   on 
Internet or app stores, one of its main advantage is the low storage cost 
compared with the most popular solutions. The presented method has been 
compared with the most popular one based on images, as is the used in [22]. We 
have called this technique the Rendered Images Method, because it renders 
all the possible finishes in advance, applying masks to obtain the desired 
combinations. 
The data required to perform the virtual configurator where the three 
modeled environments appear are analyzed in Table 1. As it is said, the final 
user can choose among a set of 30 tiles of 3 different sizes for the walls, i.e., 
90 different models, and other different 90 models for tiling the floor. 
In the case of adding a new tile model that is manufactured in two sizes, 
two images of 1080x1920 resolution beauty renders have to be uploaded by 
the Rendered Images Method. However, only the image of the tile has to be 
uploaded in the case of the presented method, because the two sizes used the 
same image. Tile factories usually sell hundreds of tile models, so this fact 
makes that the more models are loaded the greater the difference in the 
storage cost of the methods. 
Other main advantage of the presented method is the saving in the render 
time of the images. Depending on the configuration of the global illumination 
and on the characteristic of the assigned materials, the time for rendering an 
image can take some hours. The time of mapping the new texture has to be 
added to the time spent in obtaining a new image. In the presented method, the 




(a)  Lighting render element. (b) Diffuse render of atrezzo. 
 
(c) Glossy reflections. (d)  Diffuse reflections. 
 
(e) Mapping of centimeters. (f) Mapping of meters. 
 
(g) Unmasking the wall. (h) Unmasking the floor. 
 
Fig. 12: Renders to configure the modeled living room. 




(a)  Lighting render element. (b) Diffuse render of atrezzo. 
 
(c) Glossy reflections. (d)  Diffuse reflections. 
 
(e) Mapping of centimeters. (f) Mapping of meters. 
 
(g) Unmasking the wall. (h) Unmasking the floor. 
 
Fig. 13: Renders to configure the modeled terrace. 
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Table 1: Storage comparison between both methods. 
 
Rendered Images Method 
 
Type of images Number of images Data size/scene Final size Data stored 
 







Mask images 2 (alpha mask)/scene 2, 36 MB 7, 10 MB 
2 (mapping mask)/scene 
 
Render elements 4 images/scene 2, 36 MB 7, 10 MB 
(lighting+diffuse+2*reflections) 
 









render elements that are required are rendered in parallel: the render engine 
extract every element in the same rendering process. 
Finally, regarding the realism obtained with the presented method, some 
new finishes are shown from Fig. 14 to 16 where different tiles have been 
mapped. The one mapped on the wall on the living room does not require to 
add gaskets to the surface. 
 
 
7 Conclusions and future work 
 
The design of a virtual simulator addressed to tile factories has been presented 
in this paper. Different scenarios can be quickly customized by changing the 
tiles that map the floor or the wall. The user of the application selects a 
customizable surface, a tile (image and size) and in an almost negligible time 
the surface changes its appearance. The virtual simulator has been 
implemented taking advantage of the GPU, so shader programming language 
has made that the computation time is almost insignificant. 
The presented method simulates the real world tiling. Depending on the 
real-world measurements of the configurable surface and the size of the tile 
model to map on them, a pixel is represented with a determined color. 
Analyzing some mapping masks previously generated, the method obtains 
the distance of the pixel to the mapping starting point. This measurement, 
converted to centimeters, makes possible to determine the mapping 
coordinates of the tile image, so the color of the pixel is obtained. 
Moreover, some render elements that stores different image characteristics 
are also stored in the application. The combination of these elements with the 
diffuse one obtained by the shaders, makes it possible to obtain very realistic 
images. Varying the combination of the render element allows the user to get 





53, 27 MB 
1, 18 MB 
159, 78 MB 163, 33 MB 
    
Presented Method    
    
Type of images Number of images Data size/scene Final size Data stored 
Beauty images 0 images 0 MB 0 MB  
 










   
 
 
Fig. 15: Final composition of the living room, using the tiles shown in the 
figure. 






Fig. 16: Final composition of the terrace scene with the tiles shown. 
 
 
Other advantage of the presented application is the ease of adding a new 
size for a tile model or even a new tile image. Only has to be indicated to   the 
virtual simulator the dimensions of the new tile and the application will 
calculate the mapping coordinates for this new size and will show it mapped 
on the customizable surfaces when it is required. 
Different fields can be improved in this virtual simulator as a future work. 
One line of improvement that we are currently working on is to visualize the 
environments in some VR devices, in order to achieve the immersion of the 
user in the scene. Some 360 scenarios have to be rendered instead of some 
images. The interaction will be performed by the devices that present some 
VR glasses, as the Vive Vr Glasses [30], that make it possible for the user to 
interact with the environment. The selection of the different tile models and 
the area to configure can be easily performed by them. 
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